A small test of a sequence-based typing method: definition of the B*1520 allele.
Santamaria et al. (Human Immunology 1993 37: 39-50) describe a method of sequence-based typing (SBT) for HLA-A, B and C alleles said to give "unambiguous typing of any sample, heterozygous or homozygous, without requiring additional typing information". From SBT analysis, which involves determination of partial sequences of mixed alleles, these investigators reported that cell lines KT17 (HLA-B35,62) and OLGA (HLA-B62) from the reference panel of the 10th International Histocompatibility Workshop express novel variants of HLA-B15 (B1501-MN6) and HLA-B35 (B3501-MN7) respectively. To study further the novel alleles, we cloned and sequenced full-length HLA-B cDNA clones isolated from the KT17 and OLGA cell lines. We find that KT17 expresses B*3501, as assigned by SBT, and B*1501, the common allele encoding the B62 antigen. We were unable to confirm that KT17 expresses the novel B1501-MN6 variant identified by SBT. For OLGA our analysis confirms the partial sequences obtained by SBT. Thus OLGA expresses B*1501 and a novel HLA-B allele. The complete sequence of the latter shows it is a hybrid having exons 1 and 2 in common with B*1501 and other B15 subtypes and exons 3-7 in common with B*3501 and related molecules including B*5301 and B*5801. The novel allele has been designated B*1520 because of its sequence similarity with the B15 group; furthermore, serological analysis shows that the B*1520 product does not express epitopes in common with either B35, B53 or B58. The B*1520 heavy chain has a similar isoelectric point to A*3101; B*1520 was undetected by previous applications of isoelectric focusing because B*1520 and A31 are both expressed by OLGA. In conclusion, HLA-B typing of two cell lines by cDNA cloning and sequencing gives concordant results with SBT for three of the four alleles. The cause of the discrepancy for the fourth allele is unknown, however, this finding indicates that the novel HLA-A, B and C sequences emerging from SBT studies need independent verification.